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Timeline

Some events related to exactphilosophy. . .

1998 First discovery disclosure written down, followed by one in 2000 and one in 2001,
plus all three as a collection in 2001. Unpublished at the time, except each time
their cryptographic hashes/timestamps/signatures as proof of discovery.

2001 Idea to describe star signs (zodiac signs) as transitions between the four classical
elements. The sun was in Aquarius, most likely it was already February.

Discovery disclosures. March and May.

Domain exactphilosophy.net registered. 19 March at 19:56:24 CET from Adliswil.

2002 Website exactphilosophy.net goes live. 20 June at 9:00 Adliswil. Publication of A
few new discoveries in physics along with its initial one-page review. Announced
in various Usenet newsgroups at the same time.

2004 Idea to de�ne elements in terms of in/out (space), rest/move (time) and
their transitions. Published the next day, or maybe a week later, to the Usenet
newsgroup alt.astrology.moderated: Wednesday 19 May 2004.

2005 Current design of this website, centered around the above idea. Content gener-
ated using LaTeX. Fox icon 17 September ca. 7:50 Adliswil.

In late December the �rst version with already the four basic sections `space and
time', `metamorphosis', `greek philosophy' and `i ching'.

2010 Added `p' comet to fox icon, \foxyfox". 11 October 19:45 Adliswil.

2011 Ideas related to \Artemis, the Secret Surreal World of the Moon". Published
starting December 2014 to the astro.com forum in the so-called \Mondfaden".

2016 Article Elementary Star Signs, �rst in German, then in English. Late July.

Speci�c idea how to arrange trigrams in a circle as elemental transitions between
the four \Greek" elements. 4 Aug 2016 in the evening in Adliswil.

Publication of the book exactphilosophy.net 2016. August.

First version of the article Elemental changes in the I Ching. September. Mailed
to dozens of historians world-wide.

2017 Article `Deep Learning and astrology' (in `Astro teasers' now). December.

Publication of the book exactphilosophy.net 2017. December.

2018 Publication of the book Elementare Sternzeichen in January and its translation to
English Elementary Star Signs in March. Advertised in half a dozen astrological
publications world-wide, six public reviews.

Switched (temporarily until Dec 2019) to a new, more formal potential de�nition
of emo as the di�erence between two images taken in short sequence. September.

https://www.exactphilosophy.net/artemis.html
https://www.exactphilosophy.net/artemis.html


2019 Cover design EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL. January.

Articles `WhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhite-red-black and triple moon goddess ?' and `WhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhiteWhite-red-black and
the\green" goddess'. April.

Publication of the book exactphilosophy.net 2019. May.

Renaissance of the original idea. Moved the formal de�nition of emo/ero of 2018
to a later section (now in `measurement'), as it seems not fundamental enough
to reect the immediate experience of being. December.

2020 Passing away of my dear parents Romeo+Suzy. January/February.

Circumstantial evidence for how colors white-red-black relate to �re and moon,
going back far into prehistory, and likely led to classical Greek elements.

Possibly some steps closer to describing the star signs in terms of transformations
between elements de�ned purely in terms of in/out and rest/move.

Publication of the book exactphilosophy.net 2020. November.

Idea that the psyche may operate almost exclusively along the circle of elements.

Publication of the pocket book Space, Time, Elements at exactphilosophy.net.
December.

Realization that Apuleius' tasks of Psyche likely draw more on Plato's philosophy
and later philosophical ideas than on mythology.

2021 Idea that outside ero is more inert and thus `heavier'/denser than emo, and inside
emi is more inert and thus `heavier'/denser than eri; idea that in prehistory eri
and emo would have been a single experience of life in the psyche, thus at �rst
only three elements, colored white-red-black. January.

Realization that �ndings thus far regarding the core idea of elements in terms of
in/out, rest/move and their transformations, have now reached \critical mass";
their equivalence to ancient elements can now be shown practically without gaps.
Maybe a conclusion, a natural end of my research has been reached. February.

Publication of the pocket book Space, Time, Elements at exactphilosophy.net,
Second Edition. April.

Sleeping Beauty Dreaming. Summer.

Publication of the book exactphilosophy.net. October.

First visit of the harvester of the Swiss National Library. December.

2022 Archive `noindex'.

Article Cargo Cult Astrology, also in German. Published in December.

2023 Sherwood Forrest Forum Archive collection. February.

To me my contributions on this website and in forums during the past 20+ years
are good enough to remain as they are, no obligation on my side to continue
anything. Anything more just if I really, really like to do it. And so far, only the
project for the pocket book EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL seems to �t that description (while I
had tried to start many, many things during the past few years). May.

Since about 1.5 years I have used copy of Jack Kerouac's On the Road, which I did not read,
yet, and might never read. It smells very special, not sure of what, something between perfume
and aftershave that would have been spilled over it, and is a smell I think I remember from
childhood, and inside the book is the calling card of a hotel, the Sule Shangri-La in Yangon
(Rangoon), which got me to James Hilton, who invented the term Shangri-La in his novel
Lost Horizon, which I read recently, and liked, not being aware that it was this very book that
started mass-market paperbacks in 1939, the year my mother was born, who used to read such
pocket books, often Agatha Christie (in French) and Simenon, and my moon is at the MC, and
do you remember that the mountain in the novel had a name that translates to `blue moon',
and the very philosophical side in the book likely also mirrors my father, or maybe all in all
also me via what Conway did in the end despite all philosophical reasoning against it, or rather
had no choice because a woman (Lo-Tsen { or Lao-Tse (German variant of Lao Tzu) or Lotse
(German for a nautical pilot)?) had made a choice, where I should add that my father liked
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Lao-Tzu's Tao Te Ching a lot, hence no imbalance in terms of heritage in the end, and I am
fond of Taoist writings, too, not least Zhuangzi. May.

Dreaming of EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL. . .
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